Enterprise Holdings is an essential business in California – as defined by state and local jurisdictions – and operates as a supplier to governmental, health care, energy and other vital industries. We are taking steps to preserve the health and safety of employees, customers and suppliers, while maintaining consistent service levels throughout our network of locations that are still open in critical markets.

TRANSPORTATION SERVICES

Enterprise vehicles are used daily to support supply chains, emergency response, vehicle replacement, personal mobility and more:

- State and local government
- FEMA
- First responders
- Local law enforcement
- National Guard and other military
- Transportation and logistics
- Utility companies
- Manufacturing supplies
- Pharmaceutical supplies
- Grocery shipments
- Grocery/foodbank deliveries
- Household necessities
- Vehicle replacement for consumers and businesses after accidents
- Personal mobility

LOCAL BUSINESS, GLOBAL SUPPORT

Enterprise has the unique ability – as well as the strategic responsibility – to support the needs of the State of California in 58 Counties and 482 Cities.

IMMEDIATE RESPONSE

- Vehicle delivery and collection service
- Select neighborhood locations open
- Major airport locations operating
- 24-hour call center

FLEXIBILITY

- Rent by the day, week or month
- Free vehicle pick-up service
- One-way rentals
- Available when public transportation is inadvisable

CONTACT: LISA HOLMES
CALL: 916-240-1169
EMAIL: LISA.M.HOLMES@EHI.COM
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